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ABSTRACT In experiments where T cells interact with antigen-presenting-cells or supported bilayers bearing speciﬁc peptide-
major-histocompatibility-complex (pMHC) molecules, T cell receptors (TCR) have been shown to form stable micrometer-scale
clusters that travel from the periphery to the center of the contact region. pMHC molecules bind TCR on the opposing surface but
the pMHC-TCR bond is weak and therefore pMHC can be expected to serially bind and unbind from TCR within the contact region.
Using a novel mathematical analysis, we examine serial engagement of mobile clustered TCR by a single pMHC molecule. We
determine the time a pMHC can be expected to remain within a TCR cluster. This also allows us to estimate the number of
clustered TCR that are serially bound, and the distance a pMHC is transported by the clustered TCR. We ﬁnd that TCR-pMHC
binding alone does not allow substantial serial engagement of TCR and that the pMHC molecules are usually not transported to
the center of the contact region by a single TCR cluster. We show that the presence of TCR coreceptors such as CD4 and CD8, or
pMHC dimerization on the antigen-presenting cells, can substantially increase serial engagement and directed transport of pMHC.
Finally, we analyze the effects of multiple TCR microclusters, showing that the size of individual clusters only weakly affects our
prediction of TCR serial engagement by pMHC. Throughout, we draw parameter estimates from published data.
INTRODUCTION
T cells play a central role in adaptive immunity by regulating
immune responses and performing targeted killing of infected
cells. For T cells to carry out these functions they must be
stimulated by antigen-presenting cells (APC) bearing cognate
antigen. Stimulation ismediated by interactions between T cell
receptors (TCR) and specific antigen presented in the form of
peptide-major-histocompatibility complexes (pMHC), in a
tight adhesion region between the T cell and APC (1,2). In this
region, known as the immunological synapse (IS), fewer than
10 agonist pMHC molecules have been shown to transduce
sufficient intracellular signaling to cause measurable stimula-
tion of T cells (3–5). Further, the TCR-pMHC bond is weak,
with solution KD usually in the mM range (6).
A partial explanation of the sensitivity of T cells to such
weak stimuli was proposed by Valitutti et al. (7). TCR
downregulation wasmeasured over the course of several hours
of T cell interaction with APC carrying a known number of
antigenic pMHC. The ratio of downregulated TCR to number
of pMHCwas found to be as high as 200. Assuming that every
internalized TCR has previously bound pMHC, this suggests
that pMHC sequentially bind hundreds of TCR in the IS. This
is known as the serial-engagement hypothesis. Similar results
were found by Itoh et al. (8) but the notion of serial engage-
ment was weakened by findings that TCR that have never
bound pMHC can be internalized in a pMHC-dependent
manner (9). Further investigation revealed that when few
pMHC are present on the APC, TCR are downregulated so
rapidly that a strict serial engagement model could not fit the
data (10,11). Rather, a model allowing for downregulation of
nearby, unstimulated TCR, in a TCR-density-dependent
manner, provided a more plausible explanation (11). The im-
portance of serial engagement of TCR for T cell activation has
been further challenged by data of Holler and Kranz (12),
which did not show a decline in T cell activation by high-
affinity pMHC. We reanalyze parts of this data here.
We see that the rate of engagements (i.e., the hitting rate)
between TCR and pMHC is of great importance. Using a
simple mathematical model, Wofsy et al. (13) calculated the
hitting rate for a single pMHCmoving diffusively on the APC
surface. Using measured parameters for the TCR-pMHC
bond, it was found, for instance, that a single agonist pMHC
can engage 5–35 TCR during one sojourn in the IS. The
highest rates of serial engagement were achieved by those
pMHC that bind TCR very transiently. On the other hand, fast-
dissociating pMHC would lead to only weak signaling of in-
dividual TCR. These considerations led to a model of overall
pMHC signaling efficacy based on the lifetime of the TCR-
pMHC bond, where the optimal pMHC has a lifetime that is
high enough for reliable signaling of individual TCR, but low
enough for serial engagement to proceed efficiently (7,14,15).
These verbal predictions were confirmed experimentally
and theoretically in a series of experimental and theoretical
articles (16–18).
In the calculations of Wofsy et al. (13), it was assumed that
TCR are distributed homogeneously within the IS. It has
since been shown that TCR aggregate into half-micron-sized
clusters, often referred to as TCR microclusters, in T cell
synapses formed with both APC (19) and suspended planar
bilayers (19–21) bearing agonist pMHC. These TCR clusters
form in the periphery of the IS, a region known as the pe-
ripheral supramolecular activation cluster (pSMAC), and
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migrate toward the center of the IS (the central-SMAC
(cSMAC)) (19). Various molecules in the signaling cascade
that begins with a pMHC interacting with a TCR have been
shown to localize in pSMAC clusters and not in the cSMAC
(19,20). TCR clusters are observed to form when bilayer
pMHC densities are as low as 0.2 mm2 (21).
Weak TCR-pMHC interactions can also be stabilized by
more complex binding reactions. For instance, the cell-sur-
face coreceptors CD4 and CD8 (22) are thought to bind the
nonpolymorphic regions of the pMHC molecule (23),
strengthening the TCR-pMHC interaction. The cytoplasmic
tails of CD8 and CD4 are also associated with Lck, a mole-
cule known to interact with the cytoplasmic tail of engaged
TCR, perhaps further stabilizing the complex (24). In a
similar vein, pMHC are thought to form multimeric com-
plexes that may allow for stabilization of bonds formed by the
individual pMHC (further discussion below).
In this article, we revisit the calculations of Wofsy et al.
(13) in the context of moving TCR clusters and stabilization
of the TCR-pMHC bond by coreceptors and pMHC dimer-
ization. We show that serial engagement, in the context of
mobile clusters, is negligible unless the bond is stabilized, in
which case substantial serial engagement of TCR by a single
pMHC molecule will occur. We also show that stabilization
is necessary for pMHC transport to the cSMAC within a
single cluster and that pMHC transport to the cSMAC is well
correlated with T cell stimulation. Finally, we consider a field
of immobile clusters, and examine how many TCR a pMHC
can expect to engage during one sojourn in the IS in such a
situation.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We derive a model for the escape time of a pMHC molecule
diffusing within the immunological synapse and potentially
binding and unbinding from TCR. We do not resolve indi-
vidual TCR in this model, nor do we consider TCR signaling
after pMHC engagement of TCR. Principally, we are con-
cerned with understanding how physical parameters of the
TCR-pMHC interaction are related to pMHC motion within
the IS and serial engagement of TCR by pMHC. TCR sig-
naling and more complex effects within this model could be
addressed using an agent-based approach (25).
Four-state escape time formulation from a
mobile TCR cluster
We want to calculate the length of time that a pMHC is ex-
pected to remain within a TCR cluster before escaping. We
model a particle (i.e., a pMHC molecule) advecting and
diffusing in a two-dimensional membrane. The particle
transitions between four states (i ¼ A, B, C, and D) by a
Markov process with first-order reactions between the states,
as shown in Fig. 1. We define the escape time from some
domain, for a particle in state i at position (x, y), to be ti(x, y).
This is calculated for a diffusing particle (without reactions)
by solving the Poisson equation on the region of interest
using Dirichlet (zero) boundary conditions (see Appendix A
of Goldstein et al. (26) for a heuristic derivation based on a
two-dimensional random walk). Following the procedure in
the literature (13,26), we derive a system of equations gov-
erning the ti(x, y):
DA=
2tA  V~A  =tA1 l11ðtB  tAÞ1 l4ðtD  tAÞ ¼ 1
DB=
2
tB  V~B  =tB1 l12ðtC  tBÞ1 l1ðtA  tBÞ ¼ 1
DC=
2
tC  V~C  =tC1 l13ðtD  tCÞ1 l2ðtB  tCÞ ¼ 1
DD=
2
tD  V~D  =tD1 l14ðtA  tDÞ1 l3ðtC  tDÞ ¼ 1:
(1)
Di values are the diffusion coefficients of the particle in each
state, V~i values are the advection velocity vectors, li values
are the transition rates, and we set ti ¼ 0 on the domain
boundary.
Although we will apply the general reaction scheme illus-
trated in Fig. 1 to several scenarios, we will always identify
state i¼ Awith a free pMHC on the APC or supported planar
bilayer and states i ¼ B, C, D with pMHC bound to mole-
cule(s) on the T cell (e.g., TCR, CD4, CD8). Since the pMHC
molecule undergoes directed motion toward the cSMAC
only when bound to molecules within a cluster, we can make
the equations simpler by working in the cluster reference
frame (i.e., V~A ¼ V~ and V~B ¼ V~C ¼ V~D ¼ 0), and pick-
ing the cluster velocity vector along a coordinate axis V~ ¼
ðV; 0Þ: We further assume that, when bound, the pMHC has
a negligible rate of diffusion (i.e., DB ¼ DC ¼ DD ¼ 0), to
find
DP=
2
tA1V@tA=@x1 l11ðtB  tAÞ1 l4ðtD  tAÞ ¼ 1
l12ðtC  tBÞ1 l1ðtA  tBÞ ¼ 1
l13ðtD  tCÞ1 l2ðtB  tCÞ ¼ 1
l14ðtA  tDÞ1 l3ðtC  tDÞ ¼ 1; (2)
FIGURE 1 The most general reaction scheme we consider. Transitions
between the four states occur with first-order reactions, with transition rates
given by l6i. Detailed balance (microscopic reversibility) requires that
l1l2l3l4 ¼ l–1l–2l–3l–4. Specific reaction schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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where we set DA ¼ DP, the free pMHC diffusion coefficient.
We use the last three equations to solve for tB and tD in terms
of tA and so obtain a single equation for tA:
DP=
2
tA1V
@tA
@x
¼ b: (3)
b ¼ 1 1 L1 1 L1L2 1 L1L2L3, where Li ¼ li/l–i are the
transition affinities. We eliminated L4 from b using the
principle of detailed balance (microscopic reversibility)
which requires that L1L2L3L4 ¼ 1. For simplicity we will
assume that the cluster is a square of side b.
We formulate the solution to Eq. 3 as tA(x, y) ¼ b F(x, y),
with
Fðx; yÞ ¼ +
N
n¼1
qnðxÞsin npy
b
 
: (4)
After substituting in, we obtain
qnðxÞ ¼ 2b
2ðð1Þn  1Þ
DPðnpÞ3
exp
xðV1wnÞ
2DP
 
 1

1 exp
Vðb xÞ
2DP
 
1 exp bðV1wnÞ
2DP
  
3 sinh
xwn
2DP
 
=sinh
bwn
2DP
 
; (5)
where wn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V214D2Pðnp=bÞ2
q
: We note that the escape
time is only dependent on transition affinities, through
the parameter b, and not on the individual forward and
backward reaction rates. We obtain the mean escape time
by averaging over all possible starting positions of the
pMHC,
Ætæ ¼ bÆFðx; y;V;DP; bÞæ
¼ b
b2
Z b
0
Z b
0
Fðx; y;V;DP; bÞdxdy: (6)
This averaging gives us a simple measure of the time a
pMHC will spend in a single cluster, allowing us to easily
understand the effects of changing the parameters of the
TCR-pMHC interaction. Finally, the mean distance a pMHC
molecule is transported by the cluster is then ÆLæ ¼ V Ætæ
where V is the cluster velocity.
Mean escape time and reaction rates determine
the number of hits
We now derive expressions for the number of transitions
between each state in Fig. 1 during a sojourn in a TCR cluster.
We begin by calculating the probability, Pi, of finding the
particle in state i by considering the transition matrix asso-
ciated with Fig. 1 augmented by the conservation equation
PA 1 PB 1 PC 1 PD ¼ 1,
The solution of this system is (PA, PB, PC, PD) ¼
(1/b)(1, L1, L1L2, L1L2L3).
We can now use the Pi to approximate the mean number of
transitions between each state. As an example, consider the
mean number of transitions between state i¼ A and state i ¼
B. The total amount of time the particle spends in state A is Ætæ
PA. The particle transitions out of state A into state B or D
with a total rate l1 1 l–4 and therefore the number of tran-
sitions is Ætæ PA(l1 1 l–4). We can calculate how many of
these transitions were strictly to state B by noting that the
probability of transitioning, given that a transition occurred,
from A to B is l1/(l1 1 l–4). Therefore, the number of
transitions from A to B is ½ÆtæPAðl11l4Þ½l1=ðl11l4Þ ¼
l1ÆtæPA:A similar calculation shows that hits (B/ A)¼ hits
(A/ B). In this way we can estimate the mean number (#) of
transitions along any arrow in the reaction network, while the
particle (pMHC) stays in the cluster:
#ðABÞ ¼ l1ÆtæPA; (7a)
#ðBCÞ ¼ l2ÆtæPB; (7b)
#ðCDÞ ¼ l3ÆtæPC; (7c)
#ðDAÞ ¼ l4ÆtæPD: (7d)
RESULTS
TCR/pMHC binding events in a mobile
TCR cluster
We begin our study of the TCR/pMHC dynamics by focusing
on a single TCR cluster that forms in the pSMAC and travels
toward the cSMAC. We first calculate an upper bound on the
number of TCR a pMHC can hit (bind to) during one visit to
that cluster. Yokosuka et al. (19) experimentally measured
the mean velocity of 81 TCR clusters as a function of their
initial formation location. They found a mean velocity of V¼
0.0249 mm/s for pSMAC clusters traveling toward the
l1  l4 l1 0 l4
l1 l2  l1 l2 0
0 l2 l3  l2 l3
l4 0 l3 l4  l3
1 1 1 1
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA
PA
PB
PC
PD
0
BB@
1
CCA ¼
0
0
0
0
1
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA:
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cSMAC and found that these clusters migrated a maximum of
Lmax ¼ 4.5 mm toward the cSMAC (Fig. S1 in their work).
Therefore the maximum journey time is tmax  181 s. If,
during this time, a pMHC molecule can continually engage
TCR (i.e., the pMHCmolecule cannot escape the cluster) and
the mean time for a free pMHC to bind a TCR is negligible
(i.e., the reaction on-rate is very large), then the number of
TCR engagements, or hits, can be approximated by dividing
tmax by the mean TCR-pMHC bond lifetime, 1/koff. Typical
off-rates for agonist pMHC are 0.03–0.3 s1 (1), and there-
fore the maximum number of possible hits, if the pMHC
remains in the cluster for 181 s is in the range of ;5–54.
This rough calculation suggests that, in principle, a single
pMHC molecule can engage a substantial number of TCR
in a cluster before arriving at the cSMAC. However, the
number of engagements can be significantly reduced by
considering the effects of pMHC diffusion, TCR cluster
composition and mobility, and the finite reaction on-rate. In
the next section we will use our escape time formulation to
quantify the decrease in the number of hits when these ef-
fects are considered.
Two-state escape time formulation from a mobile
TCR cluster
To investigate the behavior of a single pMHC within a mo-
bile TCR cluster, we consider the pMHC to be in one of two
states; unbound (i¼A) or bound (i¼ B) to a TCR; see Fig. 2
(basic model). The reaction scheme is AB; with a forward
rate l1, backward rate l–1, and transition affinityL1¼ l1/l–1.
We define the number of hits for this simple model to be
the number of times (on average) the pMHC binds a TCR
during its time in the cluster. We compute the mean escape
time, the pMHC transport distance, and the number of hits by
reducing the four-state model described earlier to a two-state
model. This reduction is achieved by settingL2¼L3¼L4¼ 0
in Eqs. 6 and 7a. The number of hits in this two-state model
is then
hitsðABÞ ¼ Ætæ l1
11L1
: (8)
We plot the mean escape time, tA, as a function of the initial
position of the pMHC in Fig. 3 for different values of V. We
find that microcluster velocities ,0.1 mm/s do not signifi-
cantly affect the escape time.
Estimating the pMHC transport distance and
total TCR engagements
Before we can determine the number of TCR engagements
by a pMHC molecule in a cluster we need to estimate pa-
rameters. Several recent studies have characterized TCR
cluster composition and mobility (19–21). By comparing
background and cluster anti-TCR-fab fluorescence intensity,
Campi et al. (20) determined that 140 TCR are contained in a
single cluster. Consistent with these findings, Yokosuka et al.
(19) reported 40–150 CD3zs per cluster. Cluster area was
observed to be 0.35–0.5 mm2 (20). The concentration range
of TCR in a cluster is then Tmc¼ 80–430mm2. We also take
the diffusion coefficient of pMHC to be DP ¼ 0.03 mm2/s
(13). These parameters are summarized in Table 1.
We summarize experimentally determined reaction rates
between various TCR and pMHC in Table 2. The transition
rates in our model are related to these using the relations
l1 ¼ konTmc; l1 ¼ koff ; (9)
where kon is the two-dimensional on-rate which can be
related to the experimentally measured three-dimensional
FIGURE 2 Reactions schemes we consider. (a) Two-state reaction scheme
between single pMHC and TCR. Inclusion of coreceptors (b) or dimeric
pMHC molecules (c) requires a four-state reaction scheme. Ag ¼ agonist
pMHC; En ¼ endogenous (nonstimulatory) pMHC.
FIGURE 3 Residence time in a TCR cluster as a function of initial
position. We plot tA(x, y) as a function of x for y ¼ b/2 for several values of
the microcluster velocity V. We use reaction parameters for the MCC88-103
peptide (Table 2): b ¼ 0.59 mm, Tmc ¼ 286 mm2, DP ¼ 0.03 mm2/s, kon ¼
0:0057mm2=s and koff ¼ 0.057 s1.
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on-rate using a confinement length (Table 2) (27,28). The
two-dimensional forward rate constant kon for the peptide
MCC88-103 was calculated from its koff value and the two-
dimensional dissociation constant determined in Grakoui
et al. (1). For the other peptides, kon was calculated by
assuming that the proportionality constant was the same
as for MCC99-103. In relating the transition rates to the
reaction rates in this way (Eq. 9) we have assumed that
there is no competition among pMHC for TCR. This
assumption is reasonable because pMHC concentration is
low (,10 mm2) compared to the cluster TCR concentration
(.100 mm2).
We can now compute the mean escape time Ætæ (Eq. 6, b¼
1 1 L1), pMHC transport distance ÆLæ, and total hits (using
Eq. 8). We summarize these three results for specific TCR
and pMHC in the CR columns of Table 2. We can draw two
main conclusions:
1. pMHC interactions with TCR in a mobile cluster are in-
sufficient to consistently transport pMHC to the cSMAC in
a single journey (ÆLæ ,4.5 mm).
2. Most pMHC molecules engage ,5 TCR in the cluster.
However, exceptions to these conclusions exist. For ex-
ample, clusters comprised of 172.10 TCR transport MBP1-
11 to the cSMAC and MBP1-11 can engage 40 TCR. There
are also examples of substantial TCR engagement even
though the pMHC is not transported to the cSMAC (e.g.,
172.10/MBP1-11, JM22z/HLFA-A2).
In constructing Table 2 we have imposed the total journey
time, tmax ¼ 181 s, as an upper limit to Ætæ, which subse-
TABLE 1 Parameter deﬁnitions and estimations
Parameter Description Reported parameter ranges
Amc TCR microcluster area 0.35–0.5 mm
2 (20)
b TCR microcluster dimension Amc ¼ b2, b ¼ 0.59 – 0.71 mm or Amc ¼ pb2, b ¼ 0.33 – 0.40 mm
R Synapse radius 5–6 mm
NT TCR number in a microcluster 40–150 (19,20)
Tmc TCR concentration in microclusters 80–430 mm
2
T0 TCR concentration outside microclusters 50 mm
2
Cmc Coreceptor concentration in microclusters Not known
KD TCR/pMHC dissociation constant 0.005–1500 mM (see Table 2)
KCD Coreceptor/pMHC dissociation constant ;200 mM (32,36)
V TCR microcluster velocity 0.0249 mm/s (19)
DP pMHC diffusion coefficient 0.03 mm
2/s (13,49)
TABLE 2 Estimates of TCR hits and pMHC transport by a mobile TCR cluster
Ætæ (s) ÆLæ (mm) Hits
TCR pMHC KD (mM) kon (M
1 s1) kon (mm
2 s1) koff (s
1) CR CR1 CR CR1 CR CR1
Data from Grakoui et al. (1)
2B4 MCC88-103 60.2 900 0.0057 0.057 12 121 0.30 3.0 0.67 6.7
2B4 T102S 238 1500 0.0095 0.36 3.5 35 0.087 0.87 1.1 11
2B4 T102G 1520 3400 0.022 5.0 0.91 9.2 0.023 0.23 2.5 25
3.L2 Hb64-76 12.1 5557 0.035 0.064 65 180 1.6 4.5 4.1 12
3.L2 N72T 9.90 15,374 0.097 0.136 84 181 2.1 4.5 11 25
3.L2 N72I 14.9 16,600 0.11 0.248 50 181 1.2 4.5 12 45
Data from Krogsgaard et al. (50)
2B4 102S 90 2240 0.014 0.20 8.7 87 0.22 2.2 1.7 17
2B4 PCC 32 1080 0.0068 0.035 23 181 0.58 4.5 0.80 6.2
2B4 MCC95-103 8.7 2200 0.014 0.019 86 181 2.1 4.5 1.6 3.4
2B4 K2 8.7 6670 0.042 0.058 86 181 2.1 4.5 4.9 10
2B4 K3 33 2120 0.013 0.071 23 181 0.56 4.5 1.6 12.6
2B4 K5 2.9 4900 0.031 0.014 181 181 4.5 4.5 2.5 2.5
Data from Garcia et al. (51)
172.10 MBP1-11 5.9 37,200 0.24 0.219 126 181 3.1 4.5 28 39
1934.4 MBP1-11 31 5130 0.032 0.160 24 181 0.60 4.5 3.8 28
Data from Willcox et al. (52)
JM22z HLFA-A2 17 69,000 0.44 1.2 43 181 1.1 4.5 51 215
We calculate Ætæ, ÆLæ, and hits as described in the main text in the absence (CR) and presence (CR1) of coreceptors. The three-dimensional molar values are
converted to two-dimensional values using a confinement length of 0.262 mm (13). Parameters: b ¼ 0.59 mm, Tmc ¼ 100 TCR/(0.59 mm)2 ¼ 286 mm2,
Cmc ¼ Tmc, KCD ¼ 200mM; V ¼ 0.0249 mm/s, and DP ¼ 0.03 mm2/s.
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quently imposes an upper bound on ÆLæ and hits. We impose
this upper bound because once in the cSMAC, TCR begin to
be internalized (21), an effect not accounted for in our model.
We also focus on the cluster journey because experiments
have shown that pMHC-dependent signaling through the
TCR occurs during the journey to the cSMAC and not in the
cSMAC itself (19–21,29).
We can also determine the required TCR/pMHC affinity to
achieve pMHC transport to the cSMAC by a single mobile
cluster from Eq. 6. Using the parameters given above, we
calculate ÆFæ¼ 0.41 s (Eq. 4). Setting Ætæ¼ tmax, we find that,
on average, the pMHC remains in the microcluster for tmax
provided b . 442.2. For a TCR concentration of Tmc ¼ 286
mm2 this corresponds to KD,0:65mm2: The maximum
three-dimensional dissociation constant that permits trans-
port to the cSMAC, based on the TCR-pMHC interaction
alone is, therefore, KD ¼ 4:1mM:
We note that estimates of TCR numbers in clusters and
estimates of cluster size, discussed above, rely on optical
fluorescence microscopy (19,20). Since clusters cannot be
resolved by optical microscopy, the latter estimate is proba-
bly an upper bound. We find that variations in cluster size do
not have a significant effect on Ætæ and hits, provided we fix
the number of TCR per cluster, because a decrease (increase)
in cluster size is proportionally balanced by a larger (smaller)
reaction on-rate.
Coreceptors augment TCR/pMHC interactions
There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that T cell
activation by pMHC molecules is dependent upon core-
ceptors CD4 (1,5,30,31) or CD8 (12,22,32,33). In cases
where the pMHC concentration is low (1,5,35) or the pMHC
exhibits small affinity to TCR (12), T cells lacking core-
ceptors have been observed to be less likely to form an im-
mune synapse (1,5), flux calcium (5,35), proliferate (1), or
secrete IL-2 (12). How coreceptors facilitate the activation of
T cells remains largely unknown, in part because the exper-
imentally determined affinity between CD4 or CD8 and
MHC is very weak (KD ; 200 mM) (32,36) (reviewed in
(37)). CD4 and CD8 are known to associate with TCR via the
signaling molecules Lck and ZAP-70 (38,39), possibly pro-
viding additional stabilization to the TCR-pMHC-coreceptor
complex.
In this section we will show that coreceptors, although
having weak binding toMHC, sufficiently augment the TCR/
pMHC interactions such that substantial TCR engagement
and pMHC transport to the cSMAC are achieved.
Four-state escape time formulation from a
mobile TCR cluster
To determine the degree to which coreceptors augment the
TCR/pMHC interaction we will need to consider the full
four-state escape time problem. In this reaction scheme, the
pMHC molecule can exist in four states: unbound from both
TCR and coreceptor (i¼ A), bound to TCR (i¼ B), bound to
TCR and coreceptor (i ¼ C), and bound to a coreceptor (i ¼
D), see Fig. 2 (coreceptor model). There are two fundamental
reactions in this scheme: TCR/pMHC (transition rates:
l1,l1) and coreceptor/pMHC (transition rates: l2, l2). We
assume the reactions occur independently and therefore
identify the transitions between states C and D with those of
A and B (i.e., l3 ¼ l1, l3 ¼ l1) and transitions between
states D and A with those of B and C (i.e., l–4 ¼ l2, l4 ¼
l2).
As before, the mean escape time is given by Eq. 6, with
b ¼ (11 L1)(11 L2) in this case. We also keep track of the
total number of times the pMHC binds TCR or ‘‘hits’’ (in this
case determined by summing Eqs. 7a and 7c. The Pi in Eqs.
7a–7d can be simplified to the form
PA
PB
PC
PD
0
BB@
1
CCA ¼ 1b
1
L1
L1L2
L2
0
BB@
1
CCA: (10)
Coreceptors increase pMHC transport distance
and total hits
The only additional parameter we introduce by including
coreceptors is their transition affinity for the MHC molecule,
L2. This parameter is related to the equilibrium dissociation
constant as follows,
L2 ¼ Cmc=KCD; (11)
where Cmc is the coreceptor concentration in the cluster and
K
C
D is the two-dimensional dissociation constant between
pMHC and coreceptors. The three-dimensional dissociation
constant has been reported to be ;200 mM between class I
MHC and CD8aa (32) and;199 mMbetween class II MHC
and CD4 (36). As before, we convert three-dimensional
values to two-dimensional values using a confinement length
(see Table 2).
The results when coreceptors are incorporated into the TCR/
pMHCmodel are summarized in the CR1 columns of Table 2.
We find that in most cases, the addition of coreceptors maxi-
mizes the mean escape time resulting in pMHC transport to the
cSMAC. Furthermore, pMHCmolecules that exhibit few TCR
engagements in the absence of coreceptors are able to engage a
substantial number of TCR in the presence of coreceptors.
These increases are observed despite the large dissociation
constant for the coreceptor-MHC interaction.
T cell stimulation is correlated to pMHC transport
to cSMAC
The importance of coreceptors to T cell stimulation was
highlighted in a study by Holler and Kranz (12). Briefly, they
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measured IL-2 release after interactions between APC bear-
ing a particular pMHC and CD8 or CD81 T cells. In sep-
arate experiments, they determined the binding constants for
some of the TCR-pMHC pairs in their experiments. They
found that coreceptors were necessary for T cell stimulation
only when the dissociation constant for the TCR/pMHC bond
roughly exceeded 5 mM. This is comparable to our previous
estimate for the minimal affinity required to retain pMHC
within a TCR cluster for travel to the cSMAC (described
above) of 4.1 mM.
In Table 3 we summarize the reaction rates for TCR/
pMHC combinations used in their study and indicate the
particular experiments where coreceptors were required for T
cell stimulation. In this table we also compute Ætæ, ÆLæ, and
total hits in the absence (CR) and presence (CR1) of cor-
eceptors. We find a striking correlation between the experi-
mental determination of CD8 dependence and our theoretical
determination of whether the pMHC can be expected to travel
to the cSMAC. We also find that, if T cell stimulation is in-
dependent of CD8, the predicted number of hits is also in-
dependent of the presence of coreceptors, but the opposite is
true when CD8 is required for T cell stimulation.
We can write a simple formula to estimate the maximum
pMHC-TCR dissociation constant, KD; that gives pMHC
transport to the cSMAC. Rearranging b ¼ (11 L1)(11 L2)
and substituting the physical parameters for L1 and L2 we
obtain
K

D ¼
TmcðKCD1CmcÞ
bK
C
D  ðKCD1CmcÞ
: (12)
We obtain K

D ¼ 6:65 mm2 (using parameters b ¼ 442.2,
K
C
D ¼ 31:6 mm2, and Cmc ¼ Tmc ¼ 286 mm2). The three-
dimensional value is then KD ¼ 42:1 mM, an order-
of-magnitude larger than in the case without coreceptors.
Examining Tables 2 and 3 we can see that many TCR/pMHC
have a lower KD than this, permitting pMHC transport and
maximal hits when coreceptors are present.
In our analysis of the effects of coreceptors on pMHC
transport and TCR hits we have assumed equal concentra-
tions of coreceptors and TCR. Lower concentration of core-
ceptors would decrease KD: In Fig. 4 we plot KD versus K
C
D
using Eq. 12 for Cmc ¼ ½Tmc; Tmc=2; Tmc=5; Tmc=10: We
find that at lower coreceptor concentration, a dissociation
constant of;200 mM is too large to achieve pMHC transport
to cSMAC. We conclude that if coreceptors facilitate pMHC
transport to the cSMAC, they must be present in clusters at
concentrations comparable to that of TCR.
Potential effects of pMHC dimers on the APC
Biochemical assays have provided evidence that MHC class
II molecules form dimers (40,41) and it is reasonable to
suppose that they may form dimers in experiments using
supported bilayers or APC. pMHC dimers have also been
shown to be the minimal unit required for T cell activation in
an assay where soluble multimeric pMHC complexes were
used to stimulate T cells (42), although it is not clear to what
extent this result informs the physiological situation where
binding occurs at a cell-cell interface. Furthermore the cor-
eceptor and the TCR that it associates with may bind different
pMHC complexes (31,43). This forms a ‘‘pseudodimer’’
model of TCR triggering, proposed in part to explain the
observation that a single agonist pMHC complex can lead to
TCR triggering. It was suggested that, when a TCR with an
associated coreceptor binds to an agonist-pMHC, the cor-
eceptor binds a distinct self/null-pMHC complex. A TCR
pseudodimer is formed when a second TCR binds to this self-
pMHC complex.
We will show that pMHC dimers can boost the effective
affinity of their constituent pMHC for the cluster and thus
allow enhanced pMHC transport to the cSMAC. Therefore,
TABLE 3 CD8 augments low-afﬁnity TCR/pMHC interactions
Ætæ (s) ÆLæ (mm) Hits
TCR pMHC KD (mM) kon (M
1 s1) kon (mm
2s1) koff (s
1) CR CR1 CR CR1 CR CR1
T cell stimulation is CD8-independent
2C QL9/L 3.9 6300 0.040 0.025 181 181 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
m6a QL9/L 0.0055 155,000 0.98 0.0008 181 181 4.5 4.5 0.15 0.15
m6a Y5/L 0.0051 115,000 0.73 0.0006 181 181 4.5 4.5 0.11 0.11
m6a M5/L 0.034 147,000 0.93 0.005 181 181 4.5 4.5 0.90 0.90
m6a H5/L 0.0778 NA — NA 181 181 4.5 4.5 — —
m6a Q5/L 0.167 NA — NA 181 181 4.5 4.5 — —
m67a SIYR/K 0.0159 277,000 1.75 0.44 181 181 4.5 4.5 79 79
T cell stimulation is CD8-dependent
2C dEV8/K 84.1 2200 0.014 0.185 9.2 92 0.24 2.3 1.6 16
m33a dEV8/K 38 NA — NA 20 181 0.49 4.5 — —
m67a dEV8/K 6.57 86,000 0.54 0.567 113 181 2.8 4.5 64 102
2C SIYR/K 31.9 2300 0.015 0.075 23 181 0.58 4.5 1.7 13
Data taken from Holler and Kranz (12). Calculations and parameters are described in Table 2.
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higher-order complexes such as pseudo-dimers will also al-
low enhanced transport.
To study the effects of pMHC dimers we use the full four-
state escape time formulation; see Fig. 2 (dimer model). This
is exactly analogous to the coreceptor theory, with L2 in this
case related to the second pMHC molecule in the pMHC
dimer,
L2 ¼ Tmc=Kð2ÞD ; (13)
where K
ð2Þ
D is the dissociation constant for the TCR-second
pMHC bond. In the case of homodimers (identical presented
peptide and MHC molecule), we ignore any cooperative
effects and set K
ð2Þ
D ¼ KD: In the case of heterodimers, Kð2ÞD
will be different from KD.
As in the previous cases, we find a simple relationship to
determine the maximum dissociation constant, KD*, required
for pMHC transport to the cSMAC. Using the definition of b
we find
K

D ¼
TmcðKð2ÞD 1 TmcÞ
bK
ð2Þ
D  ðKð2ÞD 1 TmcÞ
: (14)
This equation is equivalent to Eq. 12 when Cmc ¼ Tmc and is
shown in Fig. 4 (1:1 case). In the case of pMHC homodimers,
we find that for KD, 80 mM the dimer will be transported to
the cSMAC. Consequently, transport to the cSMAC is
expected for almost all homodimers of pMHC listed in
Tables 2 and 3.
The observation that endogenous peptides accumulate in
the IS (35) and that heterodimers of agonist/endogenous
pMHC stimulate T cells (43) suggest that endogenous pep-
tides may play a role in pMHC transport to the cSMAC and in
serial triggering. Endogenous peptides generally have an un-
detectable affinity for TCR and therefore have a dissociation
constant .200 mM. Equation 14 (shown in Fig. 4, 1:1 case))
indicates that endogenous peptides are able to transport the
heterodimer only when the dissociation constant of the agonist
peptide is stronger than ;40 mM. In cases when the agonist
pMHC dissociation constant is .40 mM, we predict that the
addition of endogenous peptides alone will not sufficiently
augment the interaction to result in pMHC transport to the
cSMAC and substantial serial engagement of TCR.
TCR/pMHC binding events with multiple
TCR clusters
In the previous sections we have shown that agonist pMHC
can be expected to escape from TCR clusters during the
journey to the cSMAC unless the reaction is augmented by
coreceptors or pMHC dimers. Substantial TCR engagements
and transport to the cSMAC could be possible in the absence
of these factors if a single pMHC molecule visits multiple
TCR clusters whose collective motion sieves the pMHC
molecules into the cSMAC.
We leave a complete examination of pMHC dynamics in a
field of moving clusters for future work, focusing here on the
question of how many engagements (hits) a pMHC would
experience during a single sojourn in an IS that holds a
number of immobile clusters enriched in TCR as well as
a background concentration of nonclustered TCR. Varma
et al. (21) generated such synapses by treating T cells with
latrunculin-A, a cytoskeleton poison, shortly after synapse
formation. The result, shown in Fig. 6, F–J, of their work, is
an immobile and stable field of TCR clusters. In Fig. 3, C and
D, of their work, they also illustrate the rapid (;60 s) re-
duction in calcium signaling upon administrating latrunculin-
A to T cells forming an IS. To form a clear picture of the
potential effects of multiple TCR clusters, in what follows we
will not include coreceptors.
We reduce system 1 by setting l6i ¼ 0, for all i 6¼ 1, and
removing the advective field by setting V~i ¼ 0; for all i. We
take the synapse to be a disk of radius R containing N disk-
shaped clusters centered at the points r1, r2, . . .rN and having
a radius of b. Each cluster contains NT TCR. These simpli-
fications allow us to write a single equation governing the
escape time tsyn,
DP=
2
t
syn ¼ 1 l1
l1
IðrÞ  l

1
l1
ð1 IðrÞÞ; (15)
Iðr; r1; r2; . . . rNÞ ¼ 1 jr rjj# b0 jr rjj. b ;
	
(16)
where the superscript, syn, indicates the escape time is from the
entire synapse. The boundary condition is tsyn¼ 0 when jrj ¼
R. To account for the difference between background and
clustered TCR concentrations, we have split the reaction term
into two parts using the indicator function I, which is zero
everywhere except within clusters where it is equal to one.
Therefore the term with l1/l1 captures reactions within clus-
ters having a forward transition rate l1. The term with l1*/
l1 captures reactions outside of clusters with a forward rate
FIGURE 4 Maximum dissociation constant (KCD) of coreceptors required
to achieve transport of agonist pMHC to cSMAC. The dissociation constant
between the agonist pMHC and TCR is given on the x axis (KD). Results are
shown for different ratios of coreceptor/TCR in the microcluster.
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l1*. The transition rates are related to the physical parameters
by Eq. 9 and the relation l1 ¼ konT0 where T0 is the TCR
concentration outside clusters, which we take to be 50 mm2
(19). The TCR concentration within clusters is NT/(pb
2).
As discussed earlier, there is uncertainty in the amount of
area covered by TCR in clusters. Consequently, in the anal-
ysis that follows we fix the number of TCR per cluster, NT,
and vary the cluster size, b. We can decompose the solution to
Eq. 15 into three parts, tsyn ¼ t1 1 t2 1 t3, satisfying
DP=
2
t1 ¼ 1; (17a)
DP=
2
t2 ¼  l1
l1
IðrÞ; (17b)
DP=
2
t3 ¼  l

1
l1
ð1 IðrÞÞ: (17c)
All the ti ¼ 0 on the synapse boundary (i.e., ti(r ¼ R) ¼ 0).
The expression t1(r) ¼ (R2 – r2)/(4D) is the escape time from
a synapse without any TCR, leading to the average time of
escape Æt1æ ¼ R2/8DP (averaged over all possible starting
positions). The value t2 is the time spent bound to clustered
TCR, and t3 is the time spent bound to nonclustered TCR. By
linearity, t3 ¼ ðl1=l1Þt1  ðl1=l1Þt2: Substituting in for
the physical parameters, we obtain t3 ¼ ðT0kon=koffÞt11
ðT0pb2=NTÞt2: This shows that t3  ðT0kon=koffÞt1 as b/
0, in agreement with the theory for a uniform distribution of
TCR presented in Wofsy et al. (13). We can obtain the mean
number of transitions in this case by dividing the total time
spent bound to TCR, t2 1 t3, by the mean time per binding
event, 1/l–1 (i.e., hits ¼ l–1 Æt2 1 t3æ).
Weak dependence of escape time on cluster size
If b/R 1 then we can use matched asymptotics to obtain t2
as a power series in the small parameter e ¼ b/R (see Ap-
pendix). Averaging over all starting positions of the pMHC,
we find, to first order in e,
Æt2æ ¼ konNT
4pkoffDP
+
N
k¼1
1




rkR





2
 !
; (18)
Ætsynæ ¼ 11 T0kon
koff
 
R
2
8DP
1 1 T0pb
2
NT
 
konNT
4pkoffDP
3 +
N
k¼1
1




rkR





2
 !
: (19)
We see that, to first order in e, Ætsynæ depends only on physical
parameters and the locations of the clusters relative to the
synapse boundary, and that centrally located clusters have
the biggest impact on the mean time a pMHC spends in the
synapse.
We can also consider the case where we assume that the
pMHC starts within a cluster. In this case, we average over all
possible starting positions within clusters to obtain the mean
time spent bound to clustered TCR,
Ætin2 æ ¼
NTkon
pkoffDP
1
8
 logðb=RÞ
2
1
1
N
+
N
j¼1
Aj;0
" #
; (20)
where the Aj, 0 are constants that depend only on the cluster
positions (see Appendix). This formulation reveals the weak
(logarithmic) dependence of escape time on TCR cluster
size, b.
pMHC engagement of clustered TCR is nearly
independent of cluster size
We begin by randomly placing TCR clusters within a syn-
apse of radius 5.5mm. In Fig. 5 awe show the locations, rj, of
N ¼ 5 (black), N ¼ 25 (black 1 dark gray), and N ¼ 50 (all
disks) TCR clusters. In Fig. 5 b we plot the total hits to
clustered TCR (solid line) and to nonclustered TCR (dashed
line) as a function of b for the three values of N. We obtain
Æt2æ, and hence the total hits, by using a central difference
scheme for the Laplacian in Eq. 17 when b. 0.07mm.When
b , 0.1 mm we use the asymptotic solution, Eq. 18, which
agrees with the numerical solution on the overlapping range
of b. We take reaction rates for a typical TCR-pMHC inter-
action: kon ¼ 0.05 mm2/s, koff ¼ 0.05 s1.
We find that the total hits to clustered TCR increases with
N but is independent of the cluster size. Indeed, the asymp-
totic solution, Eq. 18, is independent of b. As b/ 0, for all
values of N, the total hits to TCR external to clusters as-
ymptotes to the value it would have if there were no clusters,
as it should. For larger values of b, the total hits to non-
clustered TCR decreases asN increases. The small changes in
the number of hits at large b ’ 1mm occur because, in the
simulation, parts of the microclusters end up outside the
idealized synapse region.
As discussed earlier, Varma et al. (21) created synapses
containing immobile TCR clusters. To obtain a physiological
TCR microcluster distribution, we performed simple image
analysis on Fig. 6 H of their work. We acquired a high res-
olution version of their Fig. 6 H and performed thresholding
to convert the grayscale total internal reflection fluorescence
image into a binary (black/white) image. Morphological open
and close operations were performed to remove isolated
pixels. The resulting TCR microcluster stencil, shown in Fig.
5 c, was used as the indicator function for a numerical so-
lution of Eq. 17. The synapse boundary, where ti ¼ 0, was
obtained by alternate thresholding and multiple morpholog-
ical open operations on the total internal reflection fluores-
cence image (see black outline in Fig. 5 c).
To examine the effect of cluster size we use a morpho-
logical operation that removes pixels that are not surrounded.
Applying this morphological operation multiple times on the
TCR cluster stencil progressively decreases the total TCR
cluster area. We show the TCR cluster stencil at three in-
stances in Fig. 5 c. We keep the total number of TCR in
clusters fixed at 5000, equivalent to 100 TCR distributed
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across 50 clusters (N¼ 50 in the idealized synapse). We take
kon; koff, and DP as in the idealized synapse calculation. In
Fig. 5 dwe plot the total hits as a function of the microcluster
to synapse area ratio (synapse area is fixed at 85 mm2). The
total hits to clustered TCR remains almost unchanged.
The main trend observed in Fig. 5, that the number of hits
to clustered TCR is only weakly dependent on cluster size, is
a result of keeping the number of TCR per cluster constant.
Decreases in cluster area are balanced by increases in the
reaction on-rate within clusters leaving the number of hits
unchanged. The number of hits that a single pMHC makes
with clustered and nonclustered TCR during a single sojourn
in the IS is substantial, even without the aid of bond stabili-
zation by coreceptors or dimerization.
DISCUSSION
Experimental observations show pMHC-dependent signal-
ing in TCR clusters and the accumulation of pMHC in the
cSMAC. Using a series of mathematical models we have
analyzed serial engagement of TCR and transport of pMHC
by mobile TCR clusters. We have shown that the TCR-
pMHC interaction alone does not support substantial serial
engagement of TCR or pMHC transport to the cSMAC by a
single cluster but that if the TCR-pMHC bond can be stabi-
lized (for instance, by coreceptor molecules such as CD4/8 or
by dimerized pMHC, or by combined effects thereof),
transport to the cSMAC and serial engagement within a
single cluster can be expected. We have calculated minimum
affinities of the TCR-pMHC bond that allow pMHC transport
to the cSMAC to proceed efficiently in each scenario. We
found evidence that coreceptors CD4/8 must be present in
concentrations comparable to that of clustered TCR for
pMHC transport in a coreceptor-dependent manner. Using
experimental data (12) we were able to correlate predicted
pMHC transport to the cSMAC with T cell stimulation as
measured by IL-2 production. We also analyzed the role of
multiple clusters in trapping pMHC in the synapse and
boosting serial engagement. Our conclusions are based on a
number of modeling assumptions and suggest future direc-
tions of experimental and theoretical enquiry. We discuss
these in turn.
Parameter estimation
Our results underline the importance of measuring the kinetic
parameters for TCR-pMHC bonds. The parameters which
have the largest uncertainty in our model are probably
the two-dimensional dissociation constant, KD; and two-
dimensional on-rate, kon: We obtained two-dimensional
values by converting their respective experimentally mea-
sured three-dimensional values using a constant factor
(confinement length) determined for a specific TCR/pMHC
interaction. In a review, Davis et al. (6) discuss the impor-
tance of directly determining two-dimensional rates, as they
can be substantially different from their respective three-
dimensional values. Recently, we have proposed a method to
directly determine two-dimensional affinities and on-rates
FIGURE 5 Number of pMHC engagements
to clustered TCR is almost independent of
cluster size. We compute the number of binding
events (hits) in two scenarios. In panel a, we use
an idealized disk synapse of radius 5.5 mm
containing N randomly distributed TCR micro-
clusters each of radius b and containing NT ¼
100 TCR. The positions of N ¼ 5 (black), N ¼
25 (black 1 dark gray), and N ¼ 50 (all disks)
TCR clusters is shown. In panel b, we use the
TCR microcluster distribution from panel a to
compute the total hits to clustered (solid line)
and nonclustered (dashed line) TCR for the
three values of N as a function of the micro-
cluster size, panel b. In panel c, we use exper-
imental data (Fig. 6 H in (21)) to obtain a
physiological microcluster distribution, see main
text for details. Also shown in panel c are three
steps along the multiple erosion operations per-
formed on the microcluster stencil. Using these
microcluster distributions we compute the total
hits (d) as a function of the total microcluster area.
Parameters: kon ¼ 0:05mm2=s; koff ¼ 0.05 s1,
and DP ¼ 0.03 mm2/s.
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using live cells based on fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching (53).
In this article we used the macroscopic or long-range dif-
fusion coefficient for pMHC which can be substantially
smaller than the microscopic diffusion coefficient (44). In-
creases in DP would decrease our predictions of Ætæ, pMHC
transport distance, and hits. We also remark that we have
assumed that pMHC binding to TCR creates TCR-pMHC
complexes that cannot diffuse. Diffusion of these complexes
within the cluster would also decrease Ætæ. In the absence of
other uncertainties concerning the binding parameters, these
considerations would mean that the values of Ætæ in Tables 2
and 3 would be upper bounds. Fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching experiments could indicate the extent to
which diffusion constants change after TCR-pMHC binding.
Role of clusters in TCR signaling
Our calculations of numbers of TCR-pMHC engagement
(i.e., hits) in single clusters are smaller than those calculated
for a homogeneous TCR distribution (Wofsy et al. (13)) and a
clustered TCR distribution (this work) across the whole
synapse. However, despite the relatively small numbers of
engagements, the spatial and temporal proximity of TCR
binding events probably has a major impact on signal
transduction, perhaps due to spatiotemporal localization of
signaling proteins in the cluster. In this work we looked only
at physical stabilization of the TCR-pMHC bond by cor-
eceptors and null pMHC. The presence of the coreceptor (and
associated Lck) at the TCR during pMHC binding has been
shown, experimentally and theoretically, to boost TCR sig-
naling (31). Furthermore, it has been shown that stronger
agonists are able to take better advantage of the pool of null or
endogenous pMHC present on the APC (43). Further ex-
perimental and theoretical analysis will refine our under-
standing of the costs and benefits of TCR clustering on
antigen detection and effector function.
Multiple cluster effects
We have calculated the degree of TCR engagement by a
diffusing pMHC in a field of immobile TCR clusters and
found that substantial engagement of clustered and non-
clustered TCR is expected. However, experiments show no
change in Zap-70 recruitment to nonclustered TCR once the
TCR-pMHC interaction is blocked (21) suggesting that
nonclustered TCR do not signal. Combined with our theo-
retical calculations these results further emphasize the im-
portance of spatiotemporal localization of TCR engagements.
Future particle tracking studies of labeled pMHC molecules
(on a cell or supported bilayer) during T cell contact will in-
form us on the duration that they spend within clusters. Such
studies will also resolve whether pMHC molecules move
between clusters or remain in a single cluster during a journey
to the cSMAC.
Importance of pMHC-TCR bond afﬁnity
Fundamentally, T cell detection of pMHC rests on the
TCR-pMHC interaction and is parameterized by just a few
measured constants kon, koff, and/or KD ¼ koff/kon. The
importance of koff has been emphasized in some studies (for
instance, (16–18,45)) where an intermediate ‘‘optimal’’
lifetime is proposed to balance serial engagement with ef-
fective TCR signaling, suggesting that the KD of the inter-
action is less important. On the other hand, Holler and Kranz
(12) presents striking evidence for the importance of KD.
Here, we have found maximum values for KD that allow
effective pMHC transport, independent of the kinetic rate
constants, and a potentially important role for factors
strengthening the TCR-pMHC bond. The data presented in
Tables 2 and 3 show no correlation between koff and hits in
the absence of coreceptors, but good correlation (for data
from (43) and (12)) in the presence of coreceptors. More
work is definitely needed to elucidate the importance of koff
versus KD in T cell signaling.
Importance (or otherwise) of serial engagement
of TCR
In this article, we have focused on calculating levels of serial
engagement of TCR by pMHC. The importance of serial
engagement to T cell activation, however, remains unclear. It
has been shown that very few agonist pMHC are able to
stimulate signaling downstream from the TCR within 5–10 s
of contact (5,46). Furthermore, cytotoxic T cell killing can
occur extremely rapidly, before the formation of the full
immune synapse (47). On the other hand, sustained TCR
signaling during a prolonged interaction (many hours) has
been shown to be important for cytokine production and
cellular proliferation (48). We suggest that there are different
levels of TCR signaling, leading to various cellular re-
sponses, and that serial engagement of TCR by pMHC may
be important for sustained signaling on the timescale of
minutes to hours. Furthermore, the density of agonist pMHC
for a particular T cell is probably lower in vivo than in the
usual experimental situations and the TCR-pMHC bond may
be weaker.
Understanding signal amplification by various mecha-
nisms (coreceptor action, pMHC dimers and pseudodimers,
serial engagement of TCR by pMHC, and serial encounters
of T cells with APC) is a major theme in T cell activation
research. Hopefully, our knowledge of the roles of these
mechanisms will improve with new experimental and theo-
retical insights.
APPENDIX
In this section we use matched asymptotic analysis to solve for t2 (Eq. 17b) in
the limit that b/ 0. We begin by rescaling the equation for t2 using u¼ t2/t*
and x ¼ r/Rs. After some rearranging we obtain
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pkoffDPt

konNT
=
2u ¼ R
2
s
b2
I; (21)
where we have used the fact that Tmc ¼ NT/pb2. We identify the dimen-
sionless quantity b/Rs with a small parameter e ¼ b/Rs and define t ¼
konNT=pkoffDP: We obtain the following equation that we wish to solve in
the limit e/0,
=
2
u ¼  1
e
2Ieðx; x1 . . . xNÞ; (22)
with u(jxj ¼ 1) ¼ 0. The indicator function (Eq. 19) becomes
Ieðx; x1; . . . xNÞ ¼ 1 jx xjj# e0 jx xjj. e :
	
Inner solution
In the region near the jth TCR microcluster we introduce the local space
variable y ¼ (x – xj)/e. Consequently we write uin(y) ¼ u(xj1 e y) to obtain
the governing equation near the jth cluster,
=
2
yu
in
j ¼
1 jyj# 1
0 jyj. 1 :
	
(23)
We expand the inner solution in powers of v ¼ – 1/log(e),
u
in
j ¼ uj;1v11 uj;01 +
i¼1
v
i
uj;i; (24)
where the i subscript indicates the order of the solution. Substituting Eq. 24
into Eq. 23 and matching orders of v we obtain
v
1
;=
2
yuj;1 ¼ 0
v
0
;=
2
yuj;0 ¼
1 jyj# 1
0 jyj. 1
	
v
i
;=
2
yuj;i ¼ 0; i$ 1: (25)
The solution to the i ¼ 0 equation is (up to an additive constant)
uj;0 ¼
 1
2
logjyj jyj. 1
1
4
ð1 y2Þ jyj# 1
:
8><
>:
The solutions to all other orders are uj,i¼ c1log j y j1 Aj,i (i 6¼ 0).We set c1¼
0 to avoid blow-up. In summary, the solution to the inner problem around
the jth TCR microcluster is
u
in
j ¼ Aj;1v11 uj;01Aj;01 +
i¼1
v
i
Aj;i: (26)
As jyj/N, the inner solution becomes
u
in
j ¼ Aj;1v1 
1
2
logjx xjj1 1
2
logðeÞ1Aj;01 +
i¼1
v
i
Aj;i:
(27)
The unknown constants Aj,i will be determined by matching this exact inner
solution with the outer solution.
Outer solution
The outer problem is
=
2
u
out ¼ 0; x 2 Vn +
i¼1
jx xjj#e
	 
; (28)
with uout(j x j ¼ 1) ¼ 0 and uout/ ð1=2Þlogðjx xjjÞ as x/xj: The
related Green’s function problem is
=
2
Gˆ ¼ dðx xkÞ; Gˆðjxj ¼ 1Þ ¼ 0: (29)
Using the method of images the solution can be written as
Gˆðx; xkÞ ¼ Gðx; xkÞ1Rðx; xkÞ; where
Gðx; xkÞ ¼ 1
2p
logjx xkj and
Rðx; xkÞ ¼  1
2p
log
jxjxkj2  xkj
jxkj
 
: (30)
R is known as the regular part of the Green’s function. We see that we ob-
tain the required log dependence and consequently reformulate the outer
problem as
=
2
u
out ¼ p +
k¼1
dðx xkÞ; x 2 V; (31)
with uout(j x j ¼ 1)¼ 0.Wewrite the solution in terms of the Green’s function
uout ¼ p +
k¼1
Gˆðx; xkÞ: (32)
As x/xj; the solution becomes
u
out ¼ 1
2
logjx xjj  pRðxj; xjÞ  p
+
k¼1
k 6¼j
Gˆðxj; xkÞ: (33)
Matching condition
We can now match the inner expansion (Eq. 27) with the outer expansion
(Eq. 33) to all orders of v. We obtain Aj;1 ¼ 1=2; Aj; 0 ¼ p Rðxj; xjÞ
p+k¼1
k6¼j
Gˆðxj; xkÞ; and Aj, i¼ 0 for i$ 1. Therefore, the infinite expansion in
the inner region reduces to just two terms.
Mean escape time
We compute the mean of u by averaging over the whole domain,
Æuæ ¼ 1jVj
Z Z
V
ð1 IeÞuout1 Ie +
N
j¼1
u
in
j
" #
dx;
where the outer solution, Eq. 32, is valid outside clusters, and the inner
solution, Eq. 26, is valid within clusters. Rearranging and computing the
integral we obtain
Æuæ ¼ 1jVj
Z Z
V
u
out1
1
jVj
Z Z
V
Ie +
N
j¼1
u
in
j  uout
" #
dx ¼ 1
4
+
N
k¼1
ð1 jxkj2Þ1qðe2Þ: (34)
We show how to explicitly compute the first integral below. The second
integral is of order e2 because of the appearance of the indicator function, Ie.
Finally, we multiply Æuæ by t* to obtain the unscaled quantity Æt2æ. Assuming
the initial position of the particle is within one of the Nmicroclusters we may
compute Æuæ:
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Æuinæ ¼ 1
Npe
2
Z Z
V
Ie +
N
j¼1
u
in
j :
After computing the integral and unscaling the equation we obtain Eq. 20.
Mean escape time integral
In this section we evaluate the first integral in Eq. 34. After substituting the
outer solution, Eq. 32, we obtain
Æuæ ¼  pjVj +
N
k¼1
Z Z
V
Gˆðx; xkÞ ¼  pjVj +
N
k¼1
L
1
k1 L
2
k
 
; (35)
where
L
1
k ¼
1
2p
Z Z
V
logjx xkjdx and
L2k ¼ 
1
2p
Z Z
V
log




jxkjx xkjxkj




dx: (36)
We first calculate L2k:Without loss of generality we assume that xk lies on the
positive x axis and therefore we let x ¼ reiurˆ and xk ¼ rkrˆ: With these we
find
L
2
k ¼ 
1
2p
Z 2p
0
du
Z 1
0
dr logjrkreiu  1j: (37)
Next we let z ¼ eiu to obtain a computable contour integral,
L
2
k ¼ 
1
2p
Z 1
0
rdr
Z
jzj¼1
dz
i logjrkrz 1j
z
¼  1
2p
Z 1
0
rdrði2piResðz ¼ 0ÞÞ
¼  1
2p
Z 1
0
rdrð2p logj  1jÞ ¼ 0:
The only singularity for jzj # 1 occurred where z ¼ 0 and consequently we
find L2k ¼ 0: To evaluate L1k; we make the same substitutions for x and xk to
obtain
L
1
k ¼
1
2p
Z 2p
0
du
Z 1
0
dr logjreiu  rkj:
Here we cannot make the complex substitution directly since the log term
will have a singularity within the contour integral. Instead, we rearrange the
integrand to obtain
logjreiu  rkj ¼
1
2
logðr21 r2kÞ1
1
2
logð1 m cosuÞ; (38)
where m ¼ 2rrk=ðr21r2kÞ: Substituting and performing the integration over
u we obtain
L
1
k ¼
1
2p
Z 1
0
rdr p logðr21 r2kÞ1p log
11
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 m2
p
2
 !" #
;
where we have used the identityZ 2p
0
logð1 m cosuÞdu ¼ 2p log 11
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 m2
p
2
 !
:
Next we note that
11
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 m2
p
2
¼
r
2
r
21 r2k
r. rk
r
2
k
r
21 r2k
r, rk
;
8>><
>>:
so we can establish
L
1
k ¼
1
2p
plogðr2kÞ
Z rk
0
rdr1p
Z 1
rk
r logðr2Þdr
 
¼ 1
4
ðr2k  1Þ: (39)
Finally, we combine the results for L1k and L
2
k to obtain
Æuæ ¼ 1
4
+
N
k¼1
jxkj2  1
 
; (40)
where we have used jVj ¼ p and rk ¼ jxkj.
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